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Database Properties p.103

 The server represents each database using a subdirectory 
of the data directory.

 A database directory has the same name as the database 
that it represents.

 MySQL uses the database directory to manage the 
components of the database. (ex: tables). A database may 
be empty or have one or more tables. A database directory 
may contain files for other databases objects. (ex: triggers)

 Each database directory has a default character set and 
collation. These properties are stored in db.opt file.

 Database can NOT be nested. One database cannot 
contain another.
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 Another word for “database” is “schema”. Show databases is as same 

as show schemas . (mysql> show databases;)

 To make the new database the default database, issue a USE 
statement. (mysql> USE mydb;)

 A statement for creating a database name mydb
mysql> CREATE DATABASE mydb;

 If you try to create a database that already exist, an error occurs. Add 
an IF NOT EXISTS clause to the statement to ensure that the 
database exists.

mysql> CREATE DATABASE  IF NOT EXISTS mydb;

 To assign a character set and collation for a database, you can do:
mysql> CREATE DATABASE mydb CHARACTER SET utf8 COLLATE utf8_danish_ci;
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 The ALTER DATABASE statement changes options 
(CHARACTER SET AND COLLATE) for an existing database.

mysql> ALTER DATABASE mydb COLLATE utf8_polish_ci;

mysql> ALTER DATABASE mydb CHARACTER SET latin1 COLLATE latin1_swedish_ci;

 Changing the default character set or collation affects only 
creation of new tables in the databases. It does NOT 
affect existing tables;

 You can NOT use ALTER DATABASE to RENAME a 
database.

 A statement to remove the database
mysql> DROP DATABASE mydb;
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 It is an error if the database doesn’t exist. To cause a warning instead, 

including an IF EXISTS clause.

mysql> drop database nosuchdb;

mysql> drop database IF EXISTS nosucdb;

Error and Warning issues will be discussed on Chapter 21.

 If you drop a database, you can not “undo” it. The only option is to 

recover the database and its contents from backups.

 Backup database and its data can simply be done by exporting and 
importing data. More details regarding exporting and importing data will be 
discussed on Chapter 15. 
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 The INFORMATION_SCHEMA database has a SCHEMATA table 
that contains database metadata. To display information about 
the world database, use this statement.

mysql> SELECT * FROM INFORMATION_SCHEMA.SCHEMATA WHERE SCHEMA_NAME='WORLD'\G
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 SHOW DATABASES can take a LIKE “pattern” clause.
mysql> SHOW DATABASES LIKE 'm%„.
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 Tables Properties
 Each table in a database consists of rows and columns. A 

table can be empty (no rows), but it must have at least one 
column.,

 A table may be indexed to improve query performance. 
Indexes enable MySQL to look up data values quickly.

 Each table is associated with one or more files on disk. 
Every table has a format in its database directory. The 
format filename is the same as the table name, plus an .frm 
suffix.
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 The MySQL server places no limits on the number of tables in 
the database, although individual storage engines might 
have its own. For example, the InnoDB storage engine 
allows a maximum of 2 billions tables to exist within the 
InnoDB shared table space. 

 The MyISAM storage engine places no limits on the number 
of tables in a database, however, MyISAM tables are 
represented by data and index files in database directories 
so a limit on the number of tables in a database might arise 
from factors external to MySQL: 

 If the operating system and filesystem places a limit on the number of files 
in a directory; MySQL is bound by that constraint.

 The efficiency of the operating system in handling large numbers of files in 
a directory can place a practical limits on the number of table in a database.

 The amount of available disk space limits the number of table.
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 MySQL storage engines do place limits on the allowable 
maximum size of individual tables.

 Another factor that limits table size is the maximum file size 
allowed by your operating system or filesystem.

 Several strategies can be used for working around file size 
limits: p.111

 Exploit any feature allowed by a given table storage manager for 
increasing table size.

 Convert the table for use with a storage engine that allows larger tables.

 Modify your operating system and use a different filesystem that 
supports large files.
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 Creating Tables
mysql> CREATE TABLE customer ( 

customer_id INT PRIMARY KEY, 

lname VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL, 

fname VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL, 

dob DATE, phone VARCHAR(20)

); 

mysql> CREATE TABLE customer ( 

customer_id INT PRIMARY KEY, 

lname VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL, 

fname VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL,

dob DATE, phone VARCHAR(20), 

INDEX (last_name, first_name)

); 
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mysql> CREATE TABLE customer ( 

customer_id INT PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 

lname VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL, 

fname VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL, 

dob DATE, phone VARCHAR(20)) ENGINE = InnoDB; 

If you always want to work with the same engine, you can 
change the default with: p.114

mysql> SET GLOBAL storage_engine = engine_name;

mysql> SET SESSION storage_engine = engine_name;

mysql> SET storage_engine = engine_name;
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 Create tables based on existing tables. P.115

mysql> CREATE TABLE Customer2 SELECT * FROM Customer where 0;

mysql> CREATE TABLE Customer3 LIKE Customer;

 Two statements mentioned above can create empty tables. However, 
using the LIKE keyword with CREATE TABLE created an empty table 
based on the definition of another table, whereas CREATE 
TABLE…SELECT can not. 

 For example, the CREATE TABLE… SELECT statement copies the column 
name and data type from the original table (Customer), but doesn‟t not 

retain the PRIMARY KEY index information or the AUTO_INCREMENT 
column attribute information.

 The new table (Customer2) also uses the default storage engine, rather 
than the storage engine utilized by table (customer).
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 Temporary Tables.
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 Altering Tables:
mysql> ALTER TABLE customer ADD email VARCHAR(50) AFTER fname;
mysql> ALTER TABLE customer ADD phone2 VARCHAR(50);

mysql> ALTER TABLE customer DROP phone2;
mysql> DESCRIBE customer;
mysql> ALTER TABLE customer MODIFY id BIGINT UNSIGNED;
mysql> RENAME TABLE customer TO customers;
mysql> ALTER TABLE customer RENAME TO customers;
mysql> ALTER TABLE customer RENAME to customers, ADD 

title VARCHAR(50), MODIFY phone VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL;
mysql> DROP TABLE customer2; Drop a table from the database

 Emptying Tables:
mysql> DELETE FROM t;
mysql> TRUNCATE TABLE t; Truncate is much more efficient, but can 

only be used to empty all data
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Indexes
 Usually when you query a database you are searching for a row (or 

collection of rows) that satisfies some condition. Examining every row in 
a table to find the desired rows often takes too much time to be 
practical, especially if there are thou- sands of records in the table. 
Fortunately, you can create and use an index to speed up the searching 
process significantly.

 MySQL supports three general types of indexes
 A primary key  can not contain NULL values

 A unique index  similar to primary key but can have NULL values

 A non-unique

 There are also more specialized types of indexes: FULL TEXT and A 
SPATIAL INDEX which are not covered on the cert. exam.
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Indexing Algorithm
 B*Tree Indexes: This is the most common type of index and one of two 

that MySQL supports. This type of index works very well with binary 
searches and is most useful when the index contains a large proportion of 
unique values such as social-security numbers, names, phone#'s, birthdates, 
etc.

 an index in a DBMS is similar to an index in a book. If you want to find a 
discussion of a given topic in a book, you can scan the entire book from 
start to finish and look for references to the topic. More than likely, however, 
you wouldn't resort to this time-consuming method. If the book has an 
index, you can use it to locate the page numbers on which your topic is 
discussed.

 For relational model systems that run on both Unix/Linux servers and 
microcomputers, such as MySQL, the main mechanism for increasing the 
efficiency with which data is retrieved from the database is by using indexes.

 Tables in most database‟s have an extra column called a row-id. This column 
is invisible to user and cannot be updated by the user. The row-id is 
internally used by Oracle to perform a binary-search against the table.

http://timlin.net/ggu/bintrees.doc
http://timlin.net/ggu/chap6adv.doc
http://timlin.net/ggu/chap6adv.doc
http://timlin.net/ggu/chap6adv.doc
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 The index is a separate file that contains two columns. The first 
column contains the column you want to search on (for 
example customer_number), and the second column contains the 
number of the row in which the row is found. To find a customer, 
MySQL uses a binary-search to find the value in the first column. The 
value in the second column indicates which row to retrieve from 
table; then the row for the desired customer is retrieved.

 The primary disadvantage to an INDEX is that whenever you make 
an update to the base table for that index, you must also update 
all of a tables corresponding indexes. However the advantages of 
speed usually far out weigh the additional update time. A general 
rule of thumb is that if the table has less than a 1000 rows, 
don‟t bother with an index. In larger database‟s columns that you 
regularly use for retrieving and updating such 
as customer_number, customer_name,slsrep_number, etc. are good 
candidates for indexes
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 The SQL command for creating an INDEX is CREATE INDEX
Example:

mysql> CREATE INDEX custname ON customer (lname, fname);

mysql> CREATE TABLE customer ( 
customer_id INT PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
lname VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL, 
fname VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL, 
dob DATE, phone VARCHAR(20), 
INDEX (lname, fname)
); 
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Unique Indexes
 When you indicate the primary key for a table, the DBMS ensures 

automatically that the values for the primary key are unique. An 
attempt to add a second customer whose number is 124, for 
example, would automatically be rejected because customer 
number 124 already exists. Thus, you don't need to take any 
special action to make sure that values in the primary key column 
are unique; the DBMS does it for you.

 Occasionally, a column that is not the primary key might need 
unique values. For example, in the CUSTOMER table, the primary 
key is CUSTOMER_NUMBER.If the CUSTOMER table also contains 
a column for Social Security numbers, the values in this column 
also must be unique. Because the Social Security number column 
is not the table's primary key, however, you need to take special 
action in order for the DBMS to ensure that values in this column 
do not contain duplicates.
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 To ensure this uniqueness, create a special type of index called a unique index 
by using the CREATE, UNIQUE INDEX command. To create a unique index 
named SSN on the SOC-SEC-NUMBER column of the CUSTOMER table, for 
example, the command would be as follows:

mysql> CREATE UNIQUE INDEX SSN ON CUSTOMER (ssn);

 The unique index has all the properties of indexes already discussed along with 
one additional property. The DBMS refuses to accept any update that would 
cause the customer whose Social Security number is the same as that of another 
customer in the database.

mysql>CREATE TABLE customer ( 
customer_id INT PRIMARY KEY AUTO_INCREMENT, 
lname VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL, 
fname VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL, 
dob DATE, ssn INT, 
phone VARCHAR(20), 
UNIQUE  SSNIndex (ssn)
);   you also can provide a name SSNIndex for a Unique index.
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Adding indexes to existing tables
mysql> ALTER TABLE customer ADD PRIMARY KEY (ID);

mysql> ALTER TABLE customer ADD INDEX (lname, fname);

Dropping an index:
mysql> DROP INDEX custname;

mysql>ALTER TABLE customer DROP INDEX custname;

mysql> DROP INDEX custname ON Customer;
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 Meta-Data:
Data about data. MySQL has several 

commands for accessing meta-data:

 The information_schema database, which is 
a system database schema for storing MySQL 
meta-data

 The SHOW and DESCRIBE commands

 The mysqlshow command line utility program.
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 The SQL command to retrieve and view data from a 
database is the SELECT statement.

Syntax:

SELECT [table|alias.]column-name1[, column-name2[, 
column-nameN]] | * FROM table-name1 [alias][, 
table-name2 [alias][, table-nameN [alias]]] [WHERE 
<logical condition> [AND|OR <logical-condintion]] 
[GROUP BY column1[,column2[, columnN]] 
[HAVING <logical condition> [AND|OR <logical-
condintion]] [ORDER BY column1[,column2[, 
columnN]]] [LIMIT row_count]]
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Examples:
 The simplest SQL-Statement. 
mysql> SELECT * FROM customers ;

Will return all the rows and columns from the "sales_rep" table and display them in 
a spreadsheet like format.

 A simple where clause. 
mysql> SELECT * FROM customers WHERE customer_id = 1;

Will return only the row for customer number 1.

 Specify the columns to view and the order. 
mysql> SELECT lname, fname FROM customers ORDER BY lname;

Will return just the last name and first name from customer and we will order them 
by last name.
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 USE OF CALCULATED OR DERIVED: You can use calculated or 

derived columns in your SQL queries. A calculated/derived 
column is a column that does not exist in the database but can 
be calculated using existing data. Calculations can involve any 
arithmetic operator shown below.

Arithmetic Operator Description
 + Addition
 - Subtraction
 * Multiplication
 / Division

SELECT 2 * 6

-------------
12 
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 RENAMING COLUMN NAMES:
mysql> SELECT 2 * 6 AS mult, 43%4 „% means mod';

+------+---------------------+

| mult | % means mode |

+------+---------------------+

|   12  |         3               |

+------+---------------------+
1 row in set (0.00 sec)

Columns aliases are used as follows:

 The keyword AS is optional.

 An alias may be quoted. If it consists of multiple words, it must be 
quoted.

 You can refer to a column alias elsewhere in the query, in the GROUP BY, 
HAVING or ORDER BY clause. However, you can NOT refer to aliases in 
the where clause.
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 LOOKING FOR RANGES (The SQL BETWEEN Clause): 
Sometimes you are looking for ranges of values such as 
between 50 and 100 or a range of dates, for example you 
want to generate a report for sales for the Month of 
December. You could use a AND Clause along with the >= 
and <= operators, or you could use the SQL BETWEEN 
statement.

mysql> SELECT * FROM Country WHERE population BETWEEN 1000000 AND 2000000;
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 COMPOUND CONDITIONS: The conditions you have seen so 
far are called simple conditions. The next examples require 
compound conditions. Compound conditions are formed by 
connecting two or more simple conditions using the AND / OR 
operators. When simple conditions are connected by the AND 
operator, all the simple conditions must be true in order for the 
compound condition to be true. When simple conditions are 
connected by the OR operator, the compound will be true 
whenever any one of the simple conditions is true. 

 When you have a combination of AND & OR operators you will 
have to use parenthesis () to control the logic of how the 
expression is interpreted. This is called Operator 
Precedence. Even when the parenthesis are not necessary to 
make sure the statement is executed in the correct order, it is 
always advisable to use them for readability if nothing else.
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mysql> SELECT * FROM  customers WHERE dob > '1970-01-01„ OR id < 2 AND phone LIKE '%1211';

+------------------+-------------------+------------------+-------------------------+---------------------+
|CUSTOMER_ID  |  FIRST_NAME  |   LAST_NAME   |          DOB              |   PHONE            |
+------------------+-------------------+------------------+-------------------------+---------------------+
|          1           |        John         |       Brown       |      01-JAN-65         |  800-555-1211    |
+------------------+-------------------+------------------+-------------------------+---------------------+ 
|         3            |        Steve        |       White        |      16-MAR-71        | 800-555-1213     |
+------------------+-------------------+------------------+-------------------------+---------------------+
|         5            |       Doreen       |        Blue        |       20-MAY-70        |                          |
+------------------+-------------------+------------------+-------------------------+---------------------+

The above Statement would execute the same, but be more readable as follows:

mysql> SELECT * FROM  people  WHERE dob > '1970-01-01„ OR (id < 2 AND phone LIKE '%1211');

 Also note that preceding a condition by the NOT operator reverses the truth of 
the original condition. For example, if the original condition is true, the new 
condition will be false; if the original condition is false, the new one will be true.
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 SORTING: Recall that the order of rows in a table is immaterial to the DBMS. 
From a practical standpoint, when you are querying a relational database, there 
is no defined order in which the results are displayed. Rows can be displayed in 
the order in which the data was originally entered, but even this is not certain. 
If the order in which the data is displayed is important, you can specifically 
request that the results display in a desired order with the SQL ORDER BY 
command.

Example:  mysql> SELECT lname, fname, credit_limit FROM customers;
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mysql> SELECT lname, fname, credit_limit FROM customers ORDER BY credit_limit;

mysql> SELECT lname, fname, credit_limit FROM customers ORDER BY credit_limit DESC;
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mysql> SELECT lname, fname, credit_limit FROM customers ORDER BY lname, fname;

mysql> SELECT lname As Last_Name, fname As First_Name, credit_limit FROM 
customers ORDER BY lname, fname;
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 Each type of data managed by MySQL has its own natural sort order. P. 143

 A numeric column sorts in ascending numeric order by default, or descending order 
if DESC is specified.

 A temporal column sorts in ascending time order by default, with oldest values first 
and most recent values last. The order is reversed if DESC is specified.

 The sort order for a string column depend on whether the strings are non-binary, 
binary, or come from ENUM or SET columns.

• Non-binary strings sort in the order defined by their collation.

• Binary string sort based on the numeric values of the bytes contained in the strings.

• The sort order for members of an ENUM or SET column is based on their internal number 
values. These values correspond to the order in which the enumeration or set members are 
listed in the column definition. p144

 To produce a lexical string sort from members of an ENUM or SET column instead, use CAST()
to convert the enumeration values to CHAR values.

mysql> SELECT Column_name from Table_name ORDEr BY CAST(Column_name AS CHAR);

 Null values in a column sort together at the beginning for ascending sorts and at the 
end for descending sorts.
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Limiting a Selection Using LIMIT
 MySQL supports a LIMIT clause in a select 

statements, which tells the server to return only 
some of the rows selected by the statement.

 LIMIT may be given with either one or two 
argument:

LIMIT row_count

LIMIT skip_count, row_count
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mysql> SELECT name FROM country LIMIT 10;
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mysql> SELECT name FROM country LIMIT 20,10;
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mysql> SELECT name FROM country ORDER BY population DESC LIMIT 10;
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Using DISTINCT to Eliminate Duplicates
 USE OF DISTINCT: The DISTINCT operator will only return distinct rows 

from the database based on your query.
mysql> SELECT continent FROM country;
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mysql> SELECT DISTINCT continent FROM country;
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 Using DISTINCT is logically equivalent to using GROUP BY
on ALL selected columns with no aggregate function. For 
example, the following two queries produce the same set of 
rows: p. 149

mysql> SELECT DISTINCT id FROM t;

mysql> SELECT id FROM t GROUP BY id;

 A difference between DISTINCT and GROUP BY is that 
DISTINCT doesn‟t cause row sorting. In MySQL, GROUP 
BY does cause sorting. 

 DISTINCT can be used with the COUNT() function to count 
how many distinct values a column contains. (NULL values 
are ignored)
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mysql> SELECT continent FROM country GROUP BY continent;
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mysql> SELECT COUNT(*) FROM country;
+-------------+
| COUNT(*) |
+-------------+
|      239     |
+-------------+
1 row in set (0.02 sec)

mysql> SELECT COUNT(DISTINCT continent) FROM country;
+------------------------------------+
| COUNT(DISTINCT continent) |
+------------------------------------+
|                         7                |
+------------------------------------+
1 row in set (0.02 sec)
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Aggregating Results

There are several types of aggregate functions:

 MIN() AND MAX(): find smallest and largest values.

 SUM() AND AVG(): summarize numeric values to produce 
sums (totals) and averages.

 COUNT(): counts rows, values, or the number of distinct 
values.

 GROUP_CONCAT(): concatenates a set of strings to produce 
a single string value.
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 Use of the AVG Function: The avg function requires a numeric column as an argument. AVG(column-name)

Example:  mysql > SELECT AVG(population) FROM Country;

This will tell us what our average population is.

 Use of the SUM Function: The sum function requires a numeric column as an argument. SUM(column-name)

Example: mysql> SELECT SUM(population) FROM Country;

 Use of the MIN Function: The min function requires a numeric column as an argument. MIN(column-name)

Example: mysql> SELECT MIN(population) FROM Country;

This will tell use the lowest population we have

 Use of the MAX Function: The max function requires a numeric column as an argument. MAX(column-name)

Example: mysql> SELECT MAX(population) FROM Country;

This will tell use the largest population we have

 These functions can also be used in combination with each other, for example the following query would 
give us a sort a consolidated report.

mysql> SELECT COUNT(*), SUM(population), AVG(population), MAX(population), MIN(population) FROM Country;
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 Use of the COUNT Function: The count function also requires a column, 
but it can be of any type. Typically we only want to know how many 
rows and don't care about counting columns, so we just use the * or 
wildcard.

mysql> SELECT COUNT(*) FROM Country;

 The purpose of the GROUP_CONCAT() function is to concatenate column value 
into a single string. You also can use ORDER By and DISTINCT with 
GROUP_CONCAT.

mysql> SELECT Language FROM CountryLanguage WHERE CountryCode = 'THA';
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mysql> SELECT GROUP_CONCAT(Language) AS Languages FROM CountryLanguage WHERE 
CountryCode = 'THA';

+--------------------------------------------+

|             Languages                        |

+--------------------------------------------+

| Chinese,Khmer,Kuy,Lao,Malay,Thai  |

+--------------------------------------------+

1 row in set (0.00 sec)

mysql> SELECT GROUP_CONCAT(Language SEPARATOR ' – ') AS Languages FROM 
CountryLanguage WHERE CountryCode = ' THA ';

+--------------------------------------------+

|          Languages                           |

+--------------------------------------------+

| Chinese-Khmer-Kuy-Lao-Malay-Thai |

+--------------------------------------------+

1 row in set (0.00 sec)
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mysql> SELECT GROUP_CONCAT(Language ORDER BY Language DESC) AS 
Languages FROM CountryLanguage WHERE CountryCode = ' THA ';

+--------------------------------------------+

|              Languages                        |

+--------------------------------------------+

| Thai,Malay,Lao,Kuy,Khmer,Chinese   |

+--------------------------------------------+

1 row in set (0.00 sec)

mysql> SELECT GROUP_CONCAT(DISTINCT Language) AS Languages 
FROM CountryLanguage WHERE CountryCode IN(' KOR  ', 'PRK ' );

+----------------------------------------+

|           Languages                      |

+----------------------------------------+

| Chinese,Korean,Chinese,Korean  |

+----------------------------------------+

1 row in set (0.00 sec)
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 The default string separator used by GROUP_CONCAT() is „,‟(COMMA). 
Records are added to the resulting string in the order in which the 
database server reads them. To change the separator and the 
concatenation order, add SEPARATOR and ORDER BY clauses, respectively, 
within the parentheses.

mysql> SELECT GovernmentForm, GROUP_CONCAT(Name ORDER BY Name ASC 
SEPARATOR ' - ') AS Countries FROM Country WHERE Continent = 'South America'
GROUP BY GovernmentForm\G;

*************************** 1. row ***************************
GovernmentForm: Dependent Territory of the UK

Countries: Falkland Islands
*************************** 2. row ***************************
GovernmentForm: Federal Republic

Countries: Argentina - Brazil - Venezuela
*************************** 3. row ***************************
GovernmentForm: Overseas Department of France

Countries: French Guiana
*************************** 4. row ***************************
GovernmentForm: Republic

Countries: Bolivia - Chile - Colombia - Ecuador - Guyana - Paraguay - Peru - Suriname - Uruguay
4 rows in set (0.00 sec)
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mysql> SELECT continent, GROUP_CONCAT(DISTINCT GovernmentForm 
ORDER BY GovernmentForm ASC) AS 'Government Form' FROM Country 
WHERE Name LIKE 'I%' GROUP BY Continent;

+-----------+-----------------------------------------------------+

| continent | Government Form                                   |

+-----------+-----------------------------------------------------+

| Asia        | Federal Republic,Islamic Republic,Republic |

| Europe    | Republic                                                 |

+-----------+-----------------------------------------------------+

2 rows in set (0.00 sec)

 Note: This example for the function returns the continents that contain countries that have 
a name beginning with „I‟, as well as the form of government for those countries. The 
example demonstrates that GROUP_CONCAT() accepts a DISTINCT clause to remove 
duplicates from the concatenated list.
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 In general, aggregate functions ignore NULL values. The exception is 
COUNT().

 COUNT(*) does NOT ignore NULL values because it counts rows, even those that contain 
NULL values;

 COUNT(expression) and COUNT(DISTINCT) do ignore NULL values.

 GROUPING DATA: Grouping creates groups of rows that share a common 
characteristic.

 When you group rows, any calculation indicated in the 
SELECT command is performed for the entire group. For 
example, if products are grouped by product_id and the query 
requests the sum of quantity, the results include the sum for 
each group.
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mysql> SELECT continent, SUM(population) FROM Country GROUP BY continent;
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WITH ROLLUP OPTION

 The WITH ROLLUP Modifier can be used in the GROUP by CLAUSE to 
produce multiple levels of summary values.

mysql> SELECT Continent, SUM(population) FROM Country GROUP BY Continent WITH 
ROLLUP;
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mysql> SELECT Continent, Region, SUM(population) AS pop, AVG(population) AS avg_pop 
FROM Country GROUP BY Continent, Region WITH ROLLUP;
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 CONDTIONAL GROUPING (The HAVING Command): The HAVING command is 
used with the GROUP BY to act as a WHERE clause for the group. For example 
we could limit the above query with a HAVING command, let's say we only want 
to look at purchases of two or more.

 It is important to remember that if WHERE, GROUP, and HAVING are used 
together that first the WHERE clause filters individual rows, then the GROUP BY 
clause creates groups of data from related rows, finally the HAVING clause acts 
as a group filter after the groups are created.

mysql> SELECT continent, SUM(population) FROM Country GROUP BY continent HAVING SUM(population) > 1;
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 We can also use the ORDER BY clause to sort groups.  For example if we 
wanted the highest quantity at the top of the list.

mysql> SELECT continent, SUM(population) FROM Country GROUP BY continent HAVING 
SUM(population) > 1 ORDER BY SUM(population) DESC;
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SET OPERATIONS:
 In SQL, you can use the normal set operations: union, intersection, and difference. The 

union of two tables is a table containing every row that is in either the first table of in the 
second table or both. The intersection (intersect) of two tables is a table containing every 
row that is in both tables. The difference (minus) of two tables is the set of every row that 
is in the first table but not in the second table.  MySQL only supporst UNION.

mysql> SELECT customer_id, lname, fname FROM customers WHERE lname IN ('Lee', 'Jackson')
UNION SELECT customer_id, lname, fname FROM customers WHERE lname LIKE 'Fe%';

+-----------------+------------+-------------+
| customer_id |    lname |    fname |
+-----------------+------------+-------------+
|           5         | Lee         |    Bruce    |
|           6         | Jackson   |   Michael  |
|           3         | Federline |    Kevin    |
+-----------------+------------+-------------+
3 rows in set (0.00 sec)

 The two queries in a union must have the same structure. That is, they must be union-
compatible. Two queries are union-compatible if they have the same number of columns 
and if their corresponding columns have identical data types and lengths.


